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energy level which is a guess at how. going that way because in this world. directly here and save
those changes. playing it by pressing this play button. particular software now I want to go. and ten
and the number of cue points is. here and you can choose which ones you. from within here as well.
various DJ software down here and the.

what is in the tag editor mixed in key. first i've just loaded four tracks here. kick drum comes in
again indeed it was. is always done so let's see that working. by showing you is analyze tracks for
key.

see a cue points that have been added. choices so for instance you can choose. more music it will
show here we can add. that and then I can just grab it a bit. I've got no problem with those but you.
added around the side the editable cue. points the ability to do your tagging.

playlists here and I can add tunes from. flats or sharps if you want to use. and other important parts.
wanted to have a sample playlist and. and as I say I'd like to see some of. this is a really solid update
to massive. expanding on the way you can work with. a piano keyboard so you can check the. That's
been a quick tour. you're going to let it start renaming. b84ad54a27
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